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Introduction
 2013 saw the celebrations of the 20th anniversary of JCS. The preparations for 
the anniversary gave me a broader perspective on how JCS and her partners have 
worked together to help strengthen Mongolian communities over the last 20 years.

 During the past year as Acting Executive Director and as Projects Director I had 
the opportunity to visit many of our projects and placements in Ulaanbaatar and our 
countryside locations. I heard stories from project leaders and also from beneficiaries 
about the difficulties and changes in Mongolia over the last 20 years.  It gave me a 
clearer understanding of how much has been accomplished by us all working together. 
Many people have told me how JCS working together with them has contributed to-
ward development in the sectors of education, health, leadership, business principles, 
and community development.  Even providing relief after extreme weather conditions 
has brought improvement and hope for many across this great country. It made me 
think of the Mongolian proverb that many arrows bound together cannot be broken. In 
his speech during the JCS annual meeting in 2011 the American Ambassador reminded 
us that Mongolia has been an example of one of the few countries that have success-
fully transitioned from communism to democracy.

 Currently JCS has over 40 long-term foreign staff from nearly 20 nations, and 
more than 50 Mongolian employees work in the main office and in projects around 
the country. We have staff and employees in Ulaanbaatar, Erdenet, Bayankhongor, 
Gobi-Altai, Uvs, and Khentii. Project highlights include the involvement of youth in our 
sports and other character building programs.  Many of our projects also continue to 
focus on activities that help families with business and skills training so that they are 
able to increase their living standard and provide for their children. These projects are 
described in more detail in the following pages.

 Moreover, JCS continues to provide qualified professional volunteers such as 
teachers, doctors, nurses, and community development personnel to work alongside 
Mongolians in order to develop the latter’s professional knowledge and skills. Some of 
our volunteers are helping to lead NGOs or projects in other Partner Organizations. The 
placements of these volunteers are included briefly in this report.

 Probably the biggest struggle that JCS faced in 2013 was the continued decline 
of volunteers coming to Mongolia. This meant a reduction in financial support as well 
as our having to limit our involvement in professional advisory positions.  We are 
grateful that Mongolia has developed so much in the last 20 years but as we look at 
environmental and poverty concerns in ger districts and the countryside there is still a 
lot of work that can be done in cooperation with each other.

 We look forward to continuing the work of partnering with Mongolians to help 
re-build their families and communities in 2014. We trust that our good relationships 
over the last 20 years will be the foundation for our continued work together to build a 
better country that will be an example to the nations of unity that cannot be broken.

_____________________
Charles Jackson
Acting Executive Director
JCS International
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ArtisAltaï Project (since 2009) Project Leader: Edith Tellenbach

Project Goals and Activities
 The goal of ArtisAltai is to help women in Gobi-Altai gain employment by using 
their artistic abilities. The project was able to continue expanding its market in Mongolia 
and abroad. Besides producing jewelry, the artisans received training regarding identity 
and self-confidence and were taught how to work with a computer, finance management, 
basic health care, and English.  All of the project artisans report that they are enjoying 
a much better family and social life.
 The project continued to make felt jewelry to provide jobs and skills training for 
the 9 participants. The summer months saw a decrease in activities as many of the par-
ticipants went to help their families in the countryside. MINA NGO gave a seminar on 
personal finance to help beneficiaries manage their personal finances and to teach basic 
finance skills on starting or running small business. In November this year the project 
did a second workshop with MINA and made a plan for the development of their own 
cooperative. This will mean the training of leadership, and teaching accounting practices 
and marketing over the next year.

Beneficiaries
 The project currently provides employment for 9 artisans and 1 manager and has 
significantly raised their family’s living standards.

Testimonial of a Beneficiary
 Bolortuyaa started to work with ArtisAltai in 2012. She is 
definitely a talented woman! It is hard to believe that the jewelry 
she makes is handmade: it looks perfect! Bolortuyaa has learned 
very fast. She has natural artistic giftings, which were seen even 
before she started working with ArtisAltai in her drawings.

 “It has been a great privilege for me to be able to work 
with ArtisAltai. It helps me to develop my creativity and use my 
gifts. I really like to learn new things and design new jewelry. 
Unfortunately I was not able to work as much as I wished be-
cause I became pregnant not long after I had started. Right at 
the beginning of my pregnancy, ArtisAltai gave a seminar about 
pregnancy and abortion. I was very touched. Before the seminar 
I thought that I should have an abortion since I had just started 
a new job. I was very touched by what was shown and said during the seminar that I 
had realized that my baby was already a fully-grown living being. I am so happy that I 
changed my mind and gave birth to a baby boy. The flexibilty of ArtisAltai allowed me to 
work according to my abilities during my pregnancy, which was very good for me. It was 
very helpful too that I was able to work from home. This was also possible after I gave 
birth. ArtisAltai is an environment with a lot of love and there is definitely a very special 
atmosphere. I am very thankful to ArtisAltai.”
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Alcohol Training and Counseling Centre Project/Celebrate 
Recovery (since 2002) Project Leader: B. Khishigdelger

Project Goals and Activities
 As well as having the book Dying for Drink published and distributed, the project 
trained 72 new Celebrate Recovery Group leaders, started 4 new Celebrate Recovery 
groups and organized an advanced training for �3 recovery leaders.  In addition, we pro-
vided intensive training for  12 recovery and addiction counselors with the cooperation 
of the Addictive Behavior Counseling School through the University of the Nations. 
 This coming year the project is planning to conduct trainings to empower current 
Celebrate Recovery groups and to start trainings in the countryside to start new Cel-
ebrate Recovery groups in cooperation with Recovery Networks. 
 We started being supported by Mongolian sponsors in August 2013 and currently 
�0% of all our sponsors are Mongolians. Although only 2% of the total amount of dona-
tions are given by Mongolian sponsors, we are very happy that Mongolians have started 
giving! This works towards the goal of our project being led by Mongolians and supported 
by Mongolians.
 Whereas the vast majority of all adult addicts are alcohol-dependent, most older 
children and teens (aged 7-18) who are addicts are addicted to computer games. 2�% of 
the Mongolian population fall into this age category. Our project is concerned that many 
of our youth may be addicted to alcohol, drugs or gambling by the time they reach the 
age of 20! Therefore, by the end of 2014 we want to see the establishment of counseling 
and recovery groups focused on youth concerns. 

Beneficiaries
 The project currently employees 2 Mongolians in leadership; in addition, the proj-
ect trains and supports many Mongolian small group leaders and counselors.

Testimonial of a Beneficiary
 “My name is Zolboobayar. I am a woman who is fighting my alcohol codepen-
dency. My childhood was affected by my dad’s drinking and the constant fighting of my 
parents. I am the oldest daughter and I have two siblings. My family became very poor 
as my dad gambled and sold everything to be able to continue drinking. My siblings and 
I grew up in fear and shame of my dad’s drinking. 
 I started to attend Celebrate Recovery in 2009 and slowly my childhood wounds 
were starting to get healed as I went through the 12-step program and received support 
from the others, who accepted me as I was.  Although I still face difficulties in my life, 
I am overcoming them with the recovery principles that I have learned and I am joyful 
and content with my life. 
 I have a passion to help others experience the joy and peace that I experienced 
through the process of healing and being set free. I am attending trainings conducted by 
the Addiction Training and Counseling Center and learning how to run my ministry in a 
sustainable and successful way. I am now serving as the Representative of the Celebrate 
Recovery Network in the Gobi region.”
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Eternal Springs Project (since 2003) Project Leaders: Patrick and April Hellberg

Project Goals and Activities
 The vision of the project is to provide a healthy and pleasant environment, a place 
to grow and develop for the staff, and also a healthy place for young people to meet and 
grow. The project seeks to accomplish this through giving the community a living model 
of an honest business, and providing basic job skills training for the staff.
 The project invested a great deal into vocational training and life skills in the work-
place this year. We are reaching our goals in coaching our bakers to a more professional 
level of quality and production. We are also working on efficient time management and 
encouraging our staff with young families to be purposeful in prioritizing their children. 
We continue to develop team work dynamics and skills as a staff. 
 We have also encouraged our customers in the community to spend time investing 
in others, using their individual skills. Some customers have had meetings at the café, 
other locals have met to practice English together, and we have provided a safe place for 
youth to meet, do homework, and play board games and socialize together.

Beneficiaries
 The project currently provides employment for � Mongolians. It provides a healthy 
and pleasant environment for people to meet in the town of Erdenet.

Testimonial of a Beneficiary
  “My name is Uka. I was a cashier at Eternal Springs. I 
liked my job very much and have learned a lot, for instance 
how to make pizza and hot dogs, and also how to communi-
cate well with people. The workplace is clean and nice and the 
leaders helped me very much. “
 Uka wanted to find a place where she could learn more 
English and where she would not have to finish work very late 
at night. She did not want to work in a place where alcohol 
was served and have to walk home at all hours of the night. 
We encouraged her to prioritize her studies and worked out 
a flexible schedule to help her study well and still work. We 
coached her in English so she could apply for a summer work 
opportunity abroad. 
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FootballPlus Project (since 2011) Project Leader: Ian Clark

Project Goals and Activities
 In May 2013 FootballPlus conducted a 4-day coach education workshop in Erdenet, 
using the excellent facilities at Khangarid Club.  
 Ian, the Project Leader, worked closely with the first team of Khangarid Club dur-
ing the final month of the Niislel League, coaching and advising in team selection and 
tactics, helping the club to finish second, as it lost on penalties in the final.
 In August and September two of the Mongolian delegates from the training earlier 
in the year, were employed to work for FootballPlus.
 In October we started a new football club for 9-10-year-old boys from Shand Bag, 
Erdenet, with a focus on football, foundation and future; giving the boys opportunity to 
develop as footballers, and to develop as boys growing into men, by training them in 
their foundation (character), and helping them to realise the value of education in open-
ing greater opportunities for their futures.
 As well as continuing to develop our work with the club, we hope in 2014 to com-
plete the preparation and the delivery of a package of 4 topics that we will take into 
schools; based on football, it offers awareness and information about 1) the dangers of 
alcoholism, 2) the value of life which begins at conception, 3) honour and respect,  4) 
moral values.

Beneficiaries:  
 The project currently employs 2 Mongolian assistant coaches.  In addition to the 
many youth who played and were coached the key organisations representing our ben-
eficiaries are:
Khangarid Football Club 
The project assisted in coaching the first/senior/best team during the second half of 
their season - July and August 2013. For approximately the last two years the project 
has been coaching a group of boys connected with the club.
School #17, Shand Bag, Erdenet 
The project started a new club using the facilities of School #17. We go there 2 times a 
week, working with up to 1� children from grades 3 and 4.

Testimonial of a Beneficiary
    

“My name is Altantugs. I am 19 and I study Business Manage-
ment at the branch of the Mongolian State University in Erdenet. 
I have been playing football since I was a little boy. I met with 
coach Ian at Khangarid Club three years ago. Since then, my life 
has been changed for the better in many ways. I used to be a very 
impatient and angry young man. As a result I often fought with 
others, especially during games of football. But I have been learn-
ing a lot in the club. Now I understand how important it is to build 
good relationships while playing. I needed to become patient and 
self-controlled. Actually, I am still learning to control my behavior. 
When I was 11, my father passed away and we were raised by 
my mother. At that time, I had a close friend. We used to go to 
a school everyday. He went to a shop, bought lots of tasty things 

for us and we ate them together. But I found out that my friend had stolen them. The 
owner of the shop was a policeman and he found out about it. I was very scared and  
had nothing to say in defence of myself. After that experience, I told myself I would 
never have any close friends again. But since I met with teacher Ian, I have learned to 
make friends again, for instance with Uugaa and Ganzorig [the 2 Mongolian assistant 
coaches]. Now I feel that I can have friends whom I can trust. They have given me hope 
to become more open. In my opinion, Ian is the coach with the best-organised football 
program in Erdenet. The football coach of a team from the Mongolian football league 
asked me several times to join his team. However, I decided not to, even though it was 
a good opportunity for me! The reason was that I learn many useful things from coach 
Ian, who can help me be a better person. These are the things that have been changed 
in my life by my taking part in FootballPlus.”
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Greenhouse Project - Khentii (since 2009) Project Leader: Lesley Ebersole 

Project Goals and Activities
 The goal of the Greenhouse Project in Chinggis City, Khentii is to help participating 
families improve their lives by assisting them to build a greenhouse and teach them how 
to grow vegetables. Considerable success was seen in the 7 participating greenhouses 
this year. Families planted, cared for, and harvested vegetables which they ate fresh, 
sold for income or canned to eat during the winter. Participants grew tomatoes, cucum-
bers, peppers, zucchini, broccoli, cauliflower, and also flowers which were transplanted 
outdoors for beautification.
 Through research and testing, the project was able to introduce a greenhouse that 
increases the growing season from 3 months to � ½ to 6 months and at a cost that is less 
than other available greenhouses. The extended growing season considerably increases 
the types of vegetables that can be grown. Since joining the project, participants have 
enjoyed having more vegetables than before. Their hard work is rewarded.
 This year we added 2 new beneficiaries to the greenhouse project, along with 
assisting the 4 beneficiaries from previous years. One new participant was a vegetable 
grower of many years who wanted to expand her knowledge to that of greenhouse gar-
dening and the second was Herlen Soum Kindergarten #6. We are especially excited 
about the progress and opportunities at the kindergarten. We worked together to build 
a greenhouse, planted plants and saw a fair harvest for the first year. The harvest was 
enjoyed by the staff and the children as they returned to the kindergarten in the fall. The 
kindergarten is excited to have a greenhouse and has painted it beautifully to attract the 
children’s attention. We look forward to helping the children plant seed in the spring, and 
to their seeing the plants grow and enjoying the fruit. We see this as our best opportu-
nity to plant seed in a new generation.

Beneficiaries:
 The project currently employs 1 Mongolian worker, and is training beneficiaries at 
8 greenhouses. 7 families and 1 kindergarten have been benefiting from the project. 

Testimonial of a Beneficiary
 Our kindergarten was founded in 2011. We decided to start a kitchen garden 
project and to build a greenhouse in the field near the kindergarten as an example of 
community development. Our staff helped to build the greenhouse, cover it with a roof, 
and prepare the soil. The project workers did the brick laying, fertilizing, planting, and 
instructing. Our greenhouse was built very well with quality materials.  We planted cu-
cumber, tomatoes and peppers in it. Since we have the greenhouse, the children have 
been eating fresh vegetables every day, and we have been able to offer a greater variety 
of vegetables. The parents and children are both excited and very pleased about it. 
 We are grateful for your help and hope that your work will continue to be suc-
cessful! 
 B. Ariunaa, principal of kindergarten #6, Kherlen Soum, Khentii Province
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Eagle Wings Khentii Hockey Project (since November, 2012) 
Project Leader: Lesley Ebersole 

Project Goals and Activities
 The goal of the hockey/ice-skating project in Chinggis City, Khentii is to provide 
healthy winter activities for the people of Undurkhaan. Amazing success has been seen 
since this project was initiated in November. The project is working together with the 
local government and the 4 local schools.
 The city provided land for the rink in the children’s park and the project partners 
with the schools to provide ice hockey training for 60 8-10-grade students. The intro-
duction of ice hockey has revived interest in the sport among the older members of the 
community and created new interest among the younger generation. The general public 
also benefits from the ice rink through skating for entertainment and physical exercise. 
People ranging in age from � to 6� have come to enjoy this opportunity.
 The 2012-2013 season outcome was above our expectations. We had people of all 
ages come and enjoy skating on the rink, and the 60 pairs of skates were almost con-
stantly in use.  The first year of ice hockey teaching was a great success too. Already in 
November and December of 2013 we saw an even greater interest than during the previ-
ous year.  The provincial government has also shown interest in supporting our project, 
asking us to help train others to coach and train Mongolians in sports leadership.
 We are again working together with School #4 to offer hockey to the 8-10th 
grades at the 4 schools in town. Everyone is excited that we are providing another hock-
ey season.

Beneficiaries
 The project currently employs and trains a Mongolian as a hockey assistant and 
ice rink manager.  It works with 4 local schools and with other community groups to 
provide training for ice hockey as well as to provide a place for the public to skate most 
evenings.

Testimonial of a Beneficiary
 “My name is Batbayar.  I have learned many 
things through the ice hockey training. I really like 
this sport. I would like to be a hockey coach in the fu-
ture. I hope that hockey will continue to be developed 
here.”
 “My name is B. Unubold. I am 13. I started to 
learn playing ice hockey last year. It has taught me to 
be patient and brought me freedom. When I grow up, 
I want to play in the adult hockey league. That is my 
dream. Yes, hockey is freedom. I really like hockey.”  
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Greenhouse Project - Bayankhongor (since 2013) Project Leader: Jeff Spence

Project Goals and Activities
 The project began this spring and partners with the Bayankhongor Development 
Partnership Team. We began on a small scale for our first summer to build skills and 
grow toward sustainability so this summer we were working with 2 families, one in the 
town of Bayankhongor and one in Shargaljuut.  We have been working as a team to build 
greenhouses, advice on good greenhouse practices, and help supply materials for pump-
ing water, etc.

Beneficiaries
 2 families are beneficiaries.

Testimonial of a Beneficiary
 “My name is S. Bat-Ireedui. In 2013 my family (my wife, our child and I) partici-
pated in the Greenhouse Project.  Because we took part, we now have work to do. We 
learned how to plant, grow and tend cucumber and other vegetables and gained a lot of 
experience in that way. Our family income increased as we sold 20-30 kgs of cucumber 
and preserved some for ourselves. Next year we will try to do even better. 
 We are thankful for the project team who have helped us to have work and some 
income.“
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Agriculture Project – Uvs (since 2009) Project management: FARM NGO

Project Goals and Activities
 The project started � years ago, working with a local cooperative to develop agri-
cultural initiatives, especially to grow vegetables and sea buckthorn.  The plants are in 
the third year of growth and should start producing fruit in 2014. 
 The cooperative is self-sufficient, but this year we are inviting a new investor/do-
nor to work with the project to provide business training and micro loans for the mem-
bers of the cooperative and others in the community.  

Beneficiaries
 The project employs a Mongolian manager. 1� families take part in the coopera-
tive.

Testimonial of a Beneficiary
 The Mongolian manager commented, “I do not have an agricultural degree but 
after working in this project I have gained a considerable amount of agricultural know-
ledge. Besides, I have learnt how to manage my personal finances and have been able 
to apply what I have learnt in my own life.”    
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Papa Café Project (from 2010 to Sept, 2013) Project Leader: Jung Mi Park

Project Goals and Activities
 Papa Café was developed as an alcohol-free and smoke-free, healthy social hang-
out place. Many young adults (mostly college students aged 18 to 2�) have come to the 
café to talk, meet, or study together. The café also offered some special activities to 
the community: English classes, Free English Conversation Days, Friday night games, 
movies, and live music events. Papa Café employed 8 Mongolians and trained them to 
improve their professional skills as cook, baker, service staff, and manager. The income 
generated in the café helped to create employment and supported other JCS projects. 
The café also aims at providing a good business model with good business practices. 
 The project became an independent business in September.  It continues to have 
the same vision as before but now runs as an independent business.  JCS considers this 
a successful project as it independently continues to provide employment for 10 people, 
train workers, provide business and tax revenue for the citizens of Mongolia and is a 
benefit to the community by providing a alcohol-free and smoke-free healthy place for 
young people to meet.

Beneficiaries
 At the time of becoming independent, the project had 10 Mongolian employees.
It provided pleasant healthy place for thousands of people to meet and eat.

Testimonial of a Beneficiary
D. Sainkhuu
 “From June 2012 until now I have been working as a baker at Papa Café. Since 
the goal of the project is to provide a clean and pleasant environment I really wanted to 
work there. By getting a steady job there my financial situation improved and it gave me 
the opportunity to improve my professional expertise. In addition, I acquired the skill of 
working as part of a team.”
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Pearls of Wisdom Project (since 2005) Project Leader: Tonya Starner

Project Goals and Activities
 The goal of Pearls of Wisdom is to encourage character growth, healthy relation-
ships and family renewal in Mongolia by making books available on these topics.
 In 2013 our project completed the translation of 2 new titles. Our translation staff 
focused on making progress on the draft translations of 2 other titles.
 Through sales and donations, �0�7 books were distributed. 4 print runs produced 
a total of ��74 books. In 2014 our project will reprint 4 titles that have previously sold 
out, as well as complete the translation of 3 new titles.

Beneficiaries
 The project has � Mongolian employees. The books have taught useful principles 
to thousands of Mongolians.

Testimonials of Beneficiaries
Munkhtsetseg
 “I have been working in the Pearls of Wisdom project since the very beginning. 
Prior to joining this project, I had a dream to make the good books that I was reading in 
English available to Mongolian readers. Through such books I have been learning many 
important life principles, which have impacted my life enormously. Seeing how every-
thing has structure and order, I understood that many challenges in life can be dealt with 
in a much better way when we know these principles. So this truth has encouraged me 
to continue working in the translation field. I desire to help others who are struggling and 
in despair, who do not know how to overcome their problems in the proper way. Books 
are great helpers, teachers and counselors.”

Dugermaa
 “By participating in the Pearls of Wisdom project, I have been making a necklace 
of pearls for my own people, even as I am learning a lot about myself. Suddenly I real-
ized that I am already a grandfather, even though I still have much to learn about being 
a husband and a father. On the one hand, in the process of collecting these pearls, I 
was disappointed in myself. On the other hand, I am already in the position to guide and 
counsel others about their relationships. When I see all the desperate people around me 
who need real help, it moves my heart to produce more pearls for a longer necklace. I 
am committed to following the truth in my own life, as well as bringing it to the lives of 
others.”
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Shining Stars Project (since July, 2012) Project Leader: Shino Yada

Project Goals and Activities
 The main purpose of this project is to help children and women who live in pov-
erty. The project runs 3 activities: 
1. The Children Study Enhancement Center, which is open 3 times a week. Children 
come to study and receive help in doing their homework. They are also given something 
to eat before they leave. 
2. Japanese language lessons.
3. The project runs sewing activities for some ladies to provide funds for the Children Study 
Enhancement Center. The sewing project produces bed sheet sets and sells them. 
 This year some of the children who came to the study center got better grades at 
school. Before they came, some of them did not do their homework at all before but now 
they have been learning good study habits and do much of their homework at the study 
center but also at home. During April and May 2013 and into the summer vacation the 
project provided a healthy environment for children to do their homework.  Local parents 
helped with mathematics, dictation, reading practice, etc. This autumn we rented a ger 
to keep costs lower and provide a warmer place for the children to study.
 At the same time the project is teaching local women how to make and sell bed 
sheet sets so that we can raise funds for the study center’s activities and work towards 
making the project self-sustaining.  The women are also learning to make cotton bags, 
sofa covers, handmade cards, etc.
 We hope that in 2014 the income from the sewing project will cover at least half 
the costs of the study center. 

Beneficiaries
 The project currently employs 3 Mongolian workers and has over 1� children who 
regularly attend the study center.  It also provides an opportunity for adult women to 
learn to sew and market handmade products. 

Testimonial of a Beneficiary
 One of the children who comes to the study center is Otgonbayar. He is in grade 
5. He has been coming since 2012 but at first he was not interested to study at all and 
did not listen to the staff. Somebody told us that he was lonely because his father, whom 
he loved very much, had passed away that year. However, over the past 6 months he 
has gradually changed. Now when he comes to the center, he opens his textbooks and 
does his homework, and even tries to study mathematics, the hardest subject for him. 
He also has started to trust the staff workers. Of course it is sad that his father will not 
come back but we hope that at the center he will find people who will love and encourage 
him.
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Clean City Project (from 2012 to 2013) Project Leader: Ch. Odbaatar

Project Activities 
 The goal of the project was to increase the welfare of the community by changing 
people’s attitude towards personal responsibility for a clean and healthy environment 
and thus promoting habits of cleanliness. The project encouraged all of the JCS office 
staff to participate in weekly activities that would keep the city of Ulaanbaatar clean (ev-
ery Monday lunch time staff would clean the area around the JCS office and the Sansar 
#13 bus stop). The project also implemented activities at 2 local schools (School #33 
and UB Primary School) to teach the pupils about personal responsibility to keep the city 
clean. These activities included competitions in drawing, power point presentations, and 
soccer, which emphasised training in environmental concerns and encouraged the pupils 
to take personal responsibility in becoming more environmentally aware.
 Though the project officially ended after the JCS 20th Anniversary we are looking 
at ways in which all our projects can implement good environmental practices and we 
can help in the development of improving people’s awareness of the importance of good 
environmental practices.

Beneficiaries
 There was 1 Mongolian employee. The project reached many pupils in 2 schools, 
increasing their awareness of the need for a clean environment.

Testimonial of a Beneficiary
 Students from the schools did some very serious preparation for the Clean City 
competition, for which they had to collect data and give a power point presentation to 
the other students. Their research and preparation included activities such as: conduct-
ing a survey among 60 families and 400 pedestrians; making a vide; one team’s effort 
effected a change in a badly managed garbage area; some students cleaned their school 
area; others made garbage bins, collected used bottles and sold them, made boxes for 
jewelry from used cans, or conducted research into how to manage solid waste. 
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UB United Football Project (since 2003) Project Leader: D. Chuluunbold

Project Goals and Activities
 The project works with schools in Ulaanbaatar’s ger communities. The goal is to 
help the school children learn to develop good character and be self-disciplined.
 The project hosted a Friendship Competition between schools 17 and 72.  This 
was open to all of the children whom we coached, including those from the ger district. 
In the Boom 2020 tournament our 17-year-old girls’ team won the bronze medal. In the 
Chingeltei District Championship games in March our youth  (in the 11, 13, and 17-years 
age brackets) won gold medals and the 1�-year olds won the silver medal.  
 In the course of 2013 the project became independent of JCS and became an NGO 
called Future Calling NGO. JCS continues to provide encouragement and support for this 
NGO and its football coaches.

Beneficiaries
 The project employs 2 Mongolian workers. Youth and students who benefited 
live in the Chingeltei district ger community. In school #72 there, we conducted foot-
ball trainings for 72 students 2-3 times a week. The project also worked in School #17,  
where we conducted football trainings for �1 students 2 times a week. This involved chil-
dren in the age groups of 10-11, 12-13 and 14-1�.  In total, 123 children participated. 

Testimonial of a Beneficiary
 My name is J. Amgalanbaatar. I am 19. I graduated from school #72 in the Ch-
ingeltei district. I am now a second-year student at the Mechanic Engineering School. 
I have been playing football with UB United for 7 years now. Although I finished high 
school 2 years ago, I have been learning many things about communication and char-
acter development from my coach, and in addition I have enjoyed the fellowship with 
others, as I played football. I used to do wrong things or spend time with bad children 
but then my coach Chuka would come and see me, and take care of me and help me. 
He would also come and see me when I was sick at home. Today I am self-confident and 
have started to communicate well with others. The main benefit of my regularly attend-
ing the club has been the influence of the open relationship of my coach with me. I like to 
come and play football in the club regularly. I am also free from my former bad habits.     
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Introduction to Placements
 In 2013, more than 30 long-term and short-term JCS volunteers were active in 
different sectors of Mongolian society. JCS manages the personnel and projects that ful-
fill the work of relief and development.  Besides, there are often requests for professional 
advisors, trainers or other workers from various Mongolian organizations and institutions 
that work in the areas of education, health care, tourism and sports, community and so-
cial development, etc. JCS seeks to facilitate the continued development of Mongolia by 
finding such volunteers. While these partner organizations and institutions provide the 
volunteers’ visas under their own registration, JCS encourages more volunteers to come 
to this country and serve Mongolian organizations and professions.  
 These volunteers are not only committed to providing their services freely to the 
country of Mongolia, they also contribute financially to the administration of JCS, and 
they support the projects and organisations which they serve. Below you can read about 
a few of the professional volunteers that were placed with Mongolian NGO’s, agencies, 
or other organizations.

Mongolia International University (MIU) 
(Ulaanbaatar; Professional Volunteer: Jimmy Khoo)

 Mongolia International University is a private university located in Ulaanbaatar. Founded in 
2002, MIU is committed to providing a world-class education to tomorrow’s global leaders from 
Mongolia, Russia, China and other nations.
 When possible, JCS provides support for their teaching staff. In 2013 Jimmy Khoo, a 
teacher of English from Singapore, taught basic English and English Conversation to MIU’s English 
Education program students.  He also worked with students in the Students Care Program to 
promote one-on-one faculty-student support. 
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Jimmy Khoo (from 
Singapore) with MIU students



	 	 			

HAB NGO (Bayankhongor; Professional Volunteer: Jeff Spence)

 HAB (Bayankhongor Development Partnership Team) started a greenhouse project this year.  
This included the building of 2 greenhouses and training participants in growing and marketing 
greenhouse produce.  Jeff worked with HAB to provide leadership trainings, and facilitated a 
partnership with Samaritan’s Purse, so that HAB and Samaritan’s Purse were able to provide help 
to families and training for children’s leaders in the community.
 JCS worked with HAB to provide economic relief for local herders who struggled with the 
effects of a dzud (a disastrously cold winter) in their area.  JCS funded discounted feed and made 
possible support for herders in the local community.  In addition, JCS and HAB worked with School 
#3 to work on improving their ecological environment.  JCS provided the funding for materials 
(paint, curtains, flowerpots, etc.) and HAB and school volunteers helped with the labour.

Global Economic Outreach (Ulaanbaatar; Professional Volunteers: John Koehler and 
Liz Sedore)
 Global Economic Outreach NGO provides advocacy for former female sex workers and 
victims of trafficking by giving training in life and work skills, victims’ rights, health issues and 
by providing personal counseling. JCS has two volunteers working in this NGO. During 2013 the 
then Executive Director, John Koehler, trained a Mongolian to be the new Executive Director and 
handed over the leadership. This has proved to be a smooth transition, making possible the long-
term sustainability and growth of the project under Mongolian leadership. Another volunteer, Liz 
Sedore, works in the Streams in the Desert project of Global Economic Outreach. The project 
provides job-skill training and employment through making jewelry and sewing. She has contin-
ued teaching Mongolians job and life skills and training them to take up leadership positions.  The 
NGO also partners with other NGO’s to find shelters and to reduce alcoholism in the homes of men 
and women who are seeking help.
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John Koehler 
from the USA

Liz Sedore
from the USA

  Jeff Spence 
from the USA
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Medical College (Altai; Professional Volunteers: Byron and Sondra Simar)

 Using music, games, competitions, movies, internet articles, discussions, and humor, 
Byron and Sondra taught students and teachers to use English to improve their professional 
skills. These students hope to become the well-trained professionals that Mongolia needs to 
meet the medical challenges of the 21st century.  In addition, these two professional volunteers 
helped establish the school’s English Club, and along with a Mongolian teacher acted as the club’s 
advisors. This was a good opportunity to introduce their students to English literary classics.  
 Some of the teachers who studied English commented that English class had been an 
enjoyable experience for them and that they had covered a wide variety of topics, which had been 
relevant to their personal lives, while at the same time expanding their English vocabulary. They 
were encouraged that both their listening and speaking skills had improved and that the time 
invested in English class had been worthwhile and would be beneficial for the future.

	 	 			

Mongolian Mission Center (Erdenet; Professional Volunteers: Jeremiah and Sandy 
Hsu)

 Courses were provided for Mongolian leadership among YWAM bases. Highlights included 
the popular training in Member Care, leadership development courses, community based 
outreaches and youth training programs.

Jesus Assembly (Erdenet; Professional volunteer: Mone Beck)

 Youth Alpha is an international course designed to help high-school students answer 
questions relating to the purpose of life and the value of youth. The aim of the course is to help 
young people understand and apply key life principles in a fun, relaxed, and nonthreatening 
environment. Mone’s advisory work and leadership training has helped the project conduct the 
youth Alpha course.  She facilitates the training of trainers, enabling Mongolians to lead the 
course in question and to help youth deal with their problems from a Mongolian perspective.  As 
most of the course material was translated into Mongolian in 2013, Mone hopes to expand the 
opportunities to train leaders.  One of the participants commented that the course had encouraged 
him to make important decisions affecting his life goals and ambitions in a way that resulted in a 
change for the better.
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the Simars (from the USA) with 
Jargal, Head of the English 

Program at the College.

the Hsus from 
Taiwan and the USA. 

Mone Beck
from Germany
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Yonsei Friendship Hospital and Health Sciences University of 
Mongolia (HSUM) (Ulaanbaatar; Professional Volunteers: Paul and Lydia Choi)

 Yonsei Friendship Hospital is developing as a medical training hospital that cooperates with 
the Health Sciences University of Mongolia and Yonsei University Health System (YUHS) in Seoul, 
Korea. Paul works as the General Director at Yonsei. Paul and Lydia are both consultant physicians 
in the department of Pediatrics and Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation.

Noble Eagles Football (Ulaanbaatar; Professional Volunteer: Aphrezo Krose)

 A key focus for this NGO during 2013 was finding a place to meet during the winter 
months. The place in question provided a supervised opportunity for youth to gather, build team 
relationships, learn team-building skills in a safe, alcohol-free and smoke-free place.  During the 
summer the club participated in trainings and tournaments. Currently over 100 boys participate 
in the Noble Eagles football program in various teams. The leaders have also taught these youths 
seminars on AIDS awareness and on character development, and they have instructed youth 
leaders in leadership development.

Mongolia Asia Reach (NGO) (Ulaanbaatar; Professional Volunteer: Gillian Parker)

 This NGO’s apprentice program aims at training Mongolians to provide speech and language 
assessment and therapy services to children with communication disabilities and has proved to 
be very beneficial. The NGO also focuses on training countryside parents to give better care to 
their disabled children. While helping to train the project’s speech therapist, Gillian has also been 
working with a translator on the translation of a Communication Skills Training Manual to provide 
practical information for parents and workers of children with communication disabilities. 
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Aphrezo Krose
from India

Gillian Parker
from Canada

the Chois
from Korea



	 	 			

Center for Disabilities (Altai; Professional Volunteer: Magda Verboom)
 
 Magda has continued to expand the work of the Center for Disabilities NGO by working 
with children with physical and mental handicaps.  She has also been training parents how to give 
physical therapy and better care to their disabled children.  The Center has been working with 
the provincial Department of Health and the Department of Education and with Magda’s active 
encouragement has been advocating the start of a kindergarten for the handicapped.  Magda has 
found a nurse whom she has been training to provide the physical therapy to help these children 
have a better quality of life.

TEE (Ulaanbaatar; Professional Volunteer: Graham Aylett)

 TEE provides education and leadership curriculum to train trainers of small groups in the 
countryside who may not be able to afford a traditional school.  Their courses cover a broad spectrum 
of materials from basic training, family life, character building and leadership to counseling.  
 Graham Aylett continued to develop Mongolian leadership in this organization and felt 
confident in their abilities as he handed over all his responsibilities to the NGO this year.  The NGO 
wishes him all the best as he is planning to go to other countries in Asia to expand and support 
the TEE programs there.
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Magda Verboom
from the Netherlands

Graham Aylett
from Great Britain



			

Relief work in Uvurkhangai, Bayankhongor, Ulaanbaatar 
and Erdenet
 Funds of just over 3.� million MNT were spent on relief work in Khujirt (in the province 
of Uvurkhangai) in February.  Most of this covered the purchase and transport of hay.  This 
work was done in conjunction with our partner FARM NGO. 
 
 In March, JCS, in partnership with HAB NGO, assisted 20� herders with animal feed 
(grain) in Ulziit and Bayankhongor soums (in the province of Bayankhongor).  This was pri-
marily in the outlying areas that were not reached by the government assistance programs, 
mainly due to lack of transportation.  � million MNT were spent on animal feed and on trans-
portation to deliver the feed to the herders.  A book on pasture management was also dis-
tributed.

 In the capital Ulaanbaatar and the city of Erdenet we have been working with TEAR 
Fund Netherlands to provide relief for poor families with children in the urban areas.  The goal 
of this project is to work with JCS partners who specifically help children at risk.  These part-
ners work with existing local foster homes, schools, and local community outreach programs, 
to provide clothes, food, basic education, vocational training, and higher education to se-
lected street children and youth.  Ultimately our goal is to empower and equip these children 
to be responsible and provide for themselves.  The project expects to provide relief funding 
of over 60,000 USD (approx. 100,000,000 MNT) during the 2013-2014 calendar year.
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2013 Finance
 One of the long-term contributions by JCS to Mongolian society are the free 
services given by our professional volunteers.  These services cannot be measured in 
financial terms but are highly appreciated by our Mongolian partners. Our volunteers 
are supported by our Member Agencies for their living allowances, medical insurance, 
work expenses and housing.  
 Aside from the free services, our volunteers and member bodies also donate 
funds to implement projects and support our administration.  In 2013 the staff contrib-
uted 1�2,267,814 MNT towards administration.  Other donations and activities gener-
ated income of about �91,473,�77 MNT.  These contributions facilitated the activities 
of our projects and provided employment for 50 nationals in our projects and office.  
The chart below illustrates how these funds were used in different sectors of Mongolian 
society.

 

Agriculture (15,480,724 ₮)

Relief (66,499,206 ₮)

Administration (152,267,814 ₮)

Health (56,196,466 ₮)

Development (329,728,781 ₮)

Education (123,�68,400 ₮) 
 

JCS Expenses in 2013
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JCS Leadership Team

Kwai Lin Stephens /Executive Director/
Charles Jackson/Projects and Placements Director/
Jim Sedore /New Ventures and Strategy Director/
Sam Biro /Personnel Director/
Laura Schlabach /Bayankhongor Representative/
Patrick Hellberg /Erdenet Representative/


